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THE BULLETIN OF THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY 	No.51 Autumn 1992 

ED I TOR I AT.  

Bringing to light unpublished material, relating it to what 
is already known, interpreting information new and old, raising 
questions that have not been addressed before and attempting to 
give answers - these are some of the scholarly activities that 
justify a journal such as our Bulletin. 	In the present issue it 
is the last two categories which predominate (in reviews as well 
as articles) with questions about pronunciation and origins of 
place-names and places. 	Evidence is cited and answers are ten- 
tatively essayed but far more work is needed before firm conclu- 
sions can be drawn. 	That is also part of our justification: 
prompting readers to contribute information and ideas and then 
publishing them so that knowledge may advance further still. 

COVER PICTURE: Enlarged detail from Photochrom postcard 52325 
(early/mid 1920s) showing the Playfield and water tower, the sub-
jects of an article on pp.4-6 below. 	The posts for washing 
lines can be clearly seen. 	The complete picture was reproduced 
(from a snap-shot sized version) on the cover of Bulletin 18 
(Jan. 1976) with an accompanying note on p.14. 

ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA 

References to earlier Bulletins: first two figures Bulletin num-
ber, second two figures page number. 

WALL PAINTINGS (4605-7,4703) 

The painting at Homestall was recorded in Sussex Archaeolo-
gical Collections, vol.46 (1903), pp.235f.: 	'between a Griffin 
or Dragon - it is very indistinct - and an Owl crowned, is a cir-
cular coat of arms enclosed in a garter with a portion of the 
motto reversed, "tios ynoh" (honi soit) and three fleur de us in 
the upper right hand quarter of the circle'. 

At Sackville House (70 High Street) there survives a black 
pattern on a yellowy-gold background along a thin strip of beam 
between the panelling and the ceiling on the east wall of the 
front room. 

MOUNT NODDY (4609-11,4708-10): Forgetting that Danehill was in 
Fletching parish I failed to recognise that references from two 
different sources were to the same place. 	A Mount Noddy at Ear- 
tham mentioned in the Evening Argus for 5 May 1992 seems to be 
another reference to the Slindon example. 	 M.J.IJ. 

GOLDEN BOOTS (2514,2810,2908,3603): Our Netherlands correspon-
dent reports two small golden shoes, one a woman's, the other a 
man's, in Utrecht in addition to the large shoe recorded there in 
Bulletin 29. 

BULLETIN 50 (Spring 1992), p.5, paragraph 2, line 1: For 'fact' 
read 'face' 

NEXT BULLETIN Spring 1993. 	All contributions by 18 December. 
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THE PI,AYFIELD 	 N. J.Leppard 

The new 'temporary' car park, which we fought long and hard 
but unsuccessfully to prevent, and the sale of the water tower 
(gratuitously renamed the Sackville water tower by the agents) 
have brought the Playfield to everyone's attention. 	P1 note in 
Bulletin 8 (Jan. 1972) and an article in Bulletin 9 (May 1972) 
recounted what was then known of its history. 	This is an at- 
tempt to tell that story more fully in the light of further re-
search, though there are still gaps which need to be filled. 

]loves in 1895 and 96 to acquire the field for the Urban Dis- 
trict Council, as chronicled in the East Grinstead Observer, 7 
Dec. - 5 Sept. [i], foundered on Mr Stenning's attempts to secure 
a strip on the eastern side so that his tenants in the adjoining 
cottages in College Lane could still have a drying ground. 	Vis- 
count Cantelupe was prepared to execute a deed of gift, excepting 
that strip, provided it was used as a playfield for ever. 	P1 
series of pseudonymous letters (almost certainly from the Rev. C. 
.Payne Crawfurd, born into a long-established local family in 

1826) objected to the proposed exception. 	'His Lordship's tenure 
is, and has been from time immemorial, qualified by a concurrent 
right of the East Grinstead public to use the whole existing area 
for play purposes. 	This public right has never been disputed.' 
The privilege claimed by Mr Stenning for his tenants 'studs the 
Playfield with numerous drying posts to the detriment of the area 
as a playground - that is, it apparently over-rides a public 
right.' 	George Bailye intended to present a petition signed by 
over 1000 inhabitants against this proposal to alienate part of 
the Playfield from immemorial use. 	Edward Steer claimed that, 
even if part were sold to Mr Stenning, the public rights would 
remain; Stenning did not intend to enclose it and during the 40 
years Steer had known the town clothes had always been dried 
there. 	Stenning objected to having the U.D.C. as a neighbour 
because some future council might destroy his property or put him 
to great expense. 	The U.D.C., however, wanted to deal with the 
rubbish scattered all over the Playfield and create bye-laws for 
it and the Lingfield Road recreation ground to safeguard it from 
abuse but not interfere with anyone's rights. 	Earl De La Warr 
then withdrew the offer. 

Such information as we have before this confirms the claims 
made in the 1890s. 	Jury Cramp, for example, born in Middle Row 
in 1846, recalled the grand procession and bonfire at night on 
the Playfield on Guy Fawkes' Day [2]. 	Edward Steer, who came to 
the town in 1856 aged 14, says in his published reminiscences [3] 
'The playfield was then much used by the boys and there was no 
danger of breaking the school windows, as that building was not 
in existence. ... In order to avoid the toll payable at the toll 
gate ... the landlord of the Crown ... made an entrance to the 
playfield, which he hired, and through the Chequer Mead to the 
Crown yard for those farmers who hailed from Cowden, Dormans, 
etc. 	It was a favourite spot with the boys on market day, as 
the gate was religiously kept shut and only opened by the boys 
when "backsheesh" was forthcoming.' 	The implication here is 
that the landlord of the Crown farmed the field, as the vicar had 
done in 1811 when it was let to him with the Pigeon House Field 
at £2.15s. p.a. [4]. 	Such a combination of farming and play is 
not unparalleled; Hr R.H.Nood (born 1900) recalled a similar ar- 



rangement in his boyhood between Cranston Road and Mount Noddy 
[5]. 

At the Playfield the 19th century pattern of activity lasted 
well into this century. 	Mr G.E.T1eppard (born 1903) recalled 
boys playing cricket there trying to hit the ball over the school 
roof into the playground and posts for washing lines still stand- 
ing. 	The publican of the old Rose & Crown (demolished 1938) had 
the right to use them enshrined in his agreement with his land- 
lords. 	The cottagers in Church Lane were believed to have the 
right too. [6] 

All this was unaffected by the eventual conveyance of the 
Playfield to the Urban District Council by Earl De La Warr on 7 
September 1908 for £50 paid to his trustees. 	It has not yet 
been possible to trace in the local press how this came about but 
the original deed [7] contains no stipulations regarding the use 
of the land. 	It is, however, endorsed with a memorandum of the 
sale by the U.D.C. to the East Grinstead Gas and Water Company on 
14 July 1913 of 152 square yards in the north eastern corner. 

In 1910, when the company was promoting a bill in parliament 
to authorise and finance proposed new works, the U.D.C. had peti-
tioned against a clause permitting compulsory purchase of a quar-
ter of the Playfield to erect a water tower on because it inter- 
fered with the field, ' used largely for purposes of recreation 
by school children and others', and 'on accour;t of its proximity 
to Sackville College, which is a building of great architectural 
and historic importance'. 	These and other objections by the 
Council and by Arthur Hepburn Hastie (then undertaking his own 
waterworks at Placelands) secured protecting clauses in the Act. 
[8] 

The imposing tower was erected in 1914 [9]. 	Two stones at 
the north west angle name the company's directors and officers, 
including W.Vaux Graham its engineer (presumably the architect), 
and the builders Norman and Burt of Burgess Hill. 	The site is 
37' square, surrounded by cast iron railings, with a right of ac- 
cess from Church Lane. 	The tower is 80' high and measures 21' 
square to the outsides of the butresses. 	Internally an open 
tread cast iron staircase rises to the 30,000 gallon water tank, 
beside which a spiral staircase continues to the turret giving 
access to the roof. 	It is a grade TI listed building and within 
the conservation area. [10] 

During the war the tower was used by the Home Guard as a 
look-out post and a static water tank was constructed at the op-
posite corner. 	Its outline could be seen as crop-markings until 
this year's conversion of the field to a car park. 	War-time 
huts on the site of the College Lane cottages-were occupied by 
squatters (if memory serves) until demolished in the late 40s or 
early 50s. 	The 'temporary' classrooms along the diagonal path 
were erected in 1947 and demolished this year, having gone out of 
use in 1991 when Chequer Mead School moved to new premises. 	In 
1971 white railings were put up along the Church Lane and De La 
Warr Road frontages and in 1971-72 the steps to De La Warr Road 
were constructed [11]. 	In 1974 on the re-organisation of local 
government ownership passed to 1!id Sussex District Council. 



For the future, we may hope to see the Playfield under grass 
again one day. 	At the time of writing the Warden of Sackville 
College is taking the District Council to the local government 
ombudsman for maladministration in refusing to consider retaining 
the field as public open space and ignoring its history. 

It is frustrating that nothing has so far been discovered 
about the field before 1811. 	Recently, however, it has been 
suggested that the whole area bounded by Church Lane, De La Warr 
Road, College Lane and the High Street was the meeting place of 
the Saxon hundred of East Grinstead and that when the manor of 
Rowses (and subsequently Sackville College) appeared on part of 
it the remainder, the Playfield, retained a prescriptive right of 
public access [12]. 	Professor Richard Coates tells me there is 
a presumption abroad that places with play-names were common 
land, so my suggestion is plausible, but they have not yet been 
subjected to authoritative study [13]. 

REFERENCES: (E.G.O. = East Grinstead Observer; E.G.S.B. = East Grinstead So-
ciety Bulletin) 

1 Rev. C.W.Payne Crawfurd's scrapbook of cuttings (Town Museum) 
2 E.G.O., 11 (?18) June 1932 
3 Serialised in E.G.O., 1899 
4 An Act for vesting certain estates of George Viscount Sackville deceased in 
trustees, 6 May 1811, schedule 
5 E.G.S.B. 9 (May 1972), p.6 
6 E.G. .S.B. 8 (Jan. 1972), p.8 [unattributed] and 9 (May 1972), p. 6  
7 Now with Mid Sussex District Council: photocopy seen by kindness of Cr 

Mrs Edye 
8 East Grinstead Gas and Water Bill, 1910; Petitions re East Grinstead Gas 

and Water Bill of Arthur Hepburn Hastie and East Grinstead Urban District 
Council, 1910; Summary of clauses inserted in committee at the instance of 
Urban District Council, 22 March 1910; East Grinstead Gas and Water Act, 1910 
[all in Worthing public library] 
9 Keystone over door 
10 Messrs Savill's publicity brochure, June 1992 
11 E.G.S.B. 8 (Jan. 1972), p. 8  (where the work in progress on the steps was 
misinterpreted as a lay-by in the making) 
12 M.J.Leppard, 'East Grinstead before the town', Sussex Archaeological Col-
lections, vol.129 (1991), pp-29-32 
13 Personal communication, 21 August 1991 

Whose Bulletin are you reading? 	Our Bulletins are read by 
far more people than the two hundred members of the East 

Grinstead Society, in libraries, by borrowing or by casual 
purchase. 	Why not be sure of seeing each number as it 

comes out and at the same time help us financially to keep 
it going by taking out a subscription to the Society, only 

£7 p.a.? 	Send it to the Hon. Treasurer, 2 Benchfield 
Close, East Grinstead. 	Thank you. 

'It is to be noted that when any part of this paper appears dull, 
there is a design in it. , 	(Steele, in The Tatler) 
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WHERE THE STRESS FALLS 	 N.J.1eppard 

Our Society's aim of opening people's eyes was complemented 
in eorly Bulletins by attempts to open their ears as well, notab-
ly to local speech usages (Bulletin 3, Jan. 1970) and pronuncia-
tion (Bulletin 6, May 1971). 	The reminder then that most old 
local place-names are stressed on the last syllable has often 
been repeated since, orally and in print, as the native propor-
tion of the population dwindles and newcomers impose their own 
habits. 	It has recently been asked how it can so confidently 	be 
asserted that this is immemorial local custom, dating from the 
origins of the names, and not some affectation imposed by late 
19th century gentry. 

It may be worth pointing out first that some nationally 
known names around the country are universally so stressed: Bel-
fast, for example, and Whitehall. 	Redhill, perhaps not so well 
known, is equally acknowledged. 	Sussex, however, or at least 
much of its eastern half (roughly the rapes of Lewes and Peven 
sey) together with neighbouring parts of Kent (e.g. Cowden) seems 
to be where the practice is dominant. 

The earliest example I can cite to substantiate the antiqui-
ty of this use is the well-known punning epitaph in St Michael's 
church in Lewes to Sir Nicholas Pelham (1559): 

WHAT TIME YE FRENCH SOUGHT TO HAVE SCKT SEAFOORD 
THIS PELHM DID REPELL THEM BACK ABOORD 

Since this is verse there is no way it can be read without put-
ting the stress on the second syllable of Seaford, as the 1oc 
there do to this day. 

Turning specifically to our own area, the earliest incontro-
vertible evidence I have is a note by J.M.Neale, no less, in his 
copy of W.D.Cooper's Glossary of the Provincialisms in use in 
Sussex [1] under the entry for 'tye'. 	Citing Brambletye and 
lloltye as examples Neale adds 'N.B. The accent is always on the 

The book was published in 1853 and Neale lived here from 
1846 until his death in 1866. 

The fact that no-one else seems to have committed such an 
observation to writing (in our area at any rate) suggests that it 
was taken for granted, as it was in practice by all classes of 
local people throughout living memory up to the middle of this 
century, i.e. until the rapid expansion of the town's population 
meant that newcomers were no longer being assimilated but taking 
over. 	The Reales, for instance, though from Birmingham, not 
only borrowed the Domesday Book name Standen for their new house 
from a settlement nearby, they consistently pronounced it with 
the stress on 'den' throughout the 80 years they lived here. 	In 
1912, likewise, it seems to have been axiomatic that llerontye, a 
new name for a new house, would conform to local custom. 

Ideally this article should now account for the stressing of 
some names on the last syllable and not others, but that would 
require a wide assemblage of unequivocal datable references 	It 
might well be found that some names had the distinctive stress 
once but lost it under pressure to conform to standard practice. 
Conversely it may also be that some names have been made to con-
form to local practice. 



To satisfy the sceptical and add to human knowledge (for 
this point does not seem to have been tackled in print before) 
what is needed now, with readers' help, is (1) quotations which 
establish specific pronunciations at specific dates, (2) relevant 
memories, (3) additions to and comments on the checklists below, 
(4) suggestions to account for this way of stressing some names 
but not others. 

CHECKLIST (not necessarily complete) of names in our ancient par-
ish to which this 'rule' applies: 

Brambletye, Dallingridge, Fairlight, Frampost, Hackenden, Hammer-
wood, Hazelden, Ilindleap, Homestall, Hurst-an-Clays, Imberhorne, 
l4avertye, Plawhatch, Shovelstrode, Standen (+ modern Herontye) 

Examples from neighbouring parishes include 

rdingly, Blac]cham, Chartham, Cowden, Duddleswell, Edenbridge, 
Groombridge, Gravetye, I,ullenden, Withyham. 

[1] In private hands; seen through the kindness of Hr K.C.I,eslie 

ILLUSTRATIONS FOR ARTICLE OPPOSITE 

1 Iron rushlight holders; 2 Iron grease pans; 3 18th century 
oil lamp; 4 Mediaeval lantern of copper alloy with horn panel 



LIGHTING AT HOME 	 Doreen Yarwood 

An article to expand the background information in the account of 
tallow chandlers in East Grinstead in Bulletin 49 (Autumn 1991) 

A level of illumination which enables everyone to continue 
domestic occupations as well during the hours of darkness as dur-
ing those of daylight is one which, though now taken for granted, 
is recent indeed. 	In Britain for two millenia prior to the 19th 
century the only artificial light came from candles and oil lamps 
and, for much of that time, constant attention needed to be paid 
to trimming wicks and the burning fat dripped and produced a 
smoky, smelly atmosphere. 	How low such a level of illumination 
was may be appreciated by a visit to the lighting display at the 

Science Museum in London where two rooms have been constructed 
showing people sewing and reading in the light available in (1) 
the 17th century and (2) the 18th. 

One of the oldest forms of domestic lighting was the rush-
light or rush-candle. 	It was an inexpensive form made by re- 
peatedly dipping a dried, peeled rush into fat which had been 
melted in a grease pan. 	The fat was usually tallow derived from 
animal fat; the best was from bacon or mutton. 	A grease pan 
was an oval iron vessel with a long handle which stood by the 
hearth on short stubby legs. 	Pushlights were used in Britain 
from Roman times onwards. 	They did not burn for as long as a 
candle but were very economical. 	It was an advantage that the 
rush was totally consumed in the flame and needed no snuffing or 
trimming. 	A detailed explicit account of the country craft of 
gathering and preparing rushlights may be read in Gilbert White's 
Natural History of Selborne [1]. 	Advice is given on the type of 
rush to pick and where it is to be found, when to gather and what 
to do with it in peeling and preparing. 	Advice is also given on 
the type of fat to use and how to coat the rush. 	A good rush 2' 
4 1-2" in length had burnt for three minutes short of an hour. 	A 
pound of dry rushes contained over 1600, so providing a poor man 
with 800 hours of light at a cost of three shillings. 

Burning rushlights had to be gripped firmly by metal clips 
called rush-nips or rush-holders. 	The clip, which was attached 
to a stand, would hold the lighted rush at its centre and, as the 
rush burned down, the position of the clip had to be adjusted. 
If more light was needed the rush was lit at both ends, giving 
rise to a well-known saying. 

In some areas of Britain, where conifers grew abundantly, 
fir-candles made from cones were similarly used, held by a clip 
attached to a stand, but these burned for only a short time. 

Candles have also been in use for at least 2000 years. 	The 
early tapers were made like rushlights but then a flax wick was 
dipped repeatedly until sufficient thickness was obtained. 	By 
the later Middle Ages candles were made by pouring melted fat in- 
to moulds which already contained the wicks. 	In early times 
candles were made in the home; later they could be purchased, 
though until more modern times the majority were home-made from 
tallow melted down from the kitchen cooking fats. 	When hard the 
candles were hung in bunches by their wicks to store, generally 
from the ceiling beams. 
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At the end of the 18th century the fishing industry was ex-
panding and spermatici, the wax crystallised from the oil of the 
sperm whale, became the chief source of candle wax. 	It produced 
no acrid odour and candles made from it did not soften or bend in 
summer heat. 	During the 19th century paraffin wax superseded 
all other materials; it was a great improvement, giving a clear 
flame with little accompanying smoke. 

The simple oil lamp was also in use from very early times. 
Such lamps were shallow earthenware vessels containing oil or 
grease and with a floating wick. 	Roman lamps were designed to 
burn olive oil, the wick being made from flax. 	Cheaper lamps 
were of earthenware, more costly ones of bronze or silver. 	Such 
simple wick lamps wwould burn for 45 hours for a pint of oil, 
though the wick would need frequent trimming and the lamp was od- 
orous. 	Lamps were used for centuries after the departure of the 
Romans and there were many variations made in earthenware or iron 
such as the mediaeval cresset lamp and the Scottish crusie. 
Most of these lamps were made to hand from a beam or wall fit-
ting. 

[1] Letters to the Hon. Dames Barrington, letter XXVI, 1 Nov. 
1775 

ILLUSTRATIONS (continued) 

5 Carved and gilded overmantel mirror with candle fittings, C. 
1760; 6 Bronze girandole, 1851; 7 Silver candlestand, 1855; 
8 Oxidised silver candle bracket, 1900 
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All illustrations by the author 



RECENT PUBLICATIONS 

N.J.Teppard, 'East Grinstead before the town', SussexArchaeolog-
ical Collections, vol.129 (1991) 

As a subject for exploration this is a .little like The Uni-
verse before the Big Bang; intriguing but ort on material. 
Undaunted, Hr Leppard explores it. 

His exploration is in three parts. 	The first deals with 
the local road pattern and is essentially a resumé of Ivan Mar-
gary's article of 1946 in Sussex Notes & Queries, updating it in 
the light of later work. This is timely and valuable and illum- 
inates one or two persisting problems. 	(Why did the town's lay- 
out include no back lane on the south? 	To this day some occupi- 
ers on that side can bring manure to their backgardens only by 
wheeling it through the house.) 

The second part is also valuable, though very brief, and 
concerns the site of the parish church. 	If the church had al- 
ready been on the site for 150 years when the town was laid out, 
how does it fit so neatly into the pattern? 	Is it the glebe 
land that gives the real impression of a perfect fit? 	Do the 
glebe boundaries date from the 13th century rather than the 11th? 

The third part takes us into the more swampy territory of 
speculation, on whether the hundred meeting place might have been 
on the site of Sackville College. 	The trouble is that there is 
no evidence, nor it seems is there much chance that there ever 
will be. 	This is not to say that Hr Leppard's speculation is 
idle - it is entirely possible, and a constructive suggestion. 
There can be profit in speculation, and even in that invaluable 
tense the future perfect subjunctive, so long as it is not con- 
fused with fact. 	Mr Leppard is much too canny to do that - he 
has started a hare and is no doubt watching, with scholarly 
amusement, as his reviewers take off after it. 	Tally ho! 

This paper could well provide future workers, fitting pieces 
of the jigsaw together, with the equivalent of the picture on the 
lid. 

P. D. WOOD 

[A few offprints are available at the Town Museum, 50 n.p.; by 
post 70.] 

FOREST ROW, vol.5, part 1 (May 1992) contains illustrated arti-
cles on Esmé Squarey (1909-91) and the butcher's in the Square - 
both the mediaeval and later building and the business carried on 
there for nearly 500 years. 	[&i Town Museum; by post £1.201 
Given sufficient sales another number will appear. 	The project 
deserves support. 

Sussex Industrial Archaeology Society Newsletter 73 (Jan. 1992) 
contains a discussion of replica 'Bow bells' milestones, particu-
larly in our High Street (Bulletins 0419,0504) and Town Museum. 

Nealden Iron, 2nd series, no-12 (1992) includes an article on the 
place-name Mount Noddy and the iron industry by H.J.1,eppard based 
on the one he contrih U t P(.l to our Bulletin 46 (utumn 1989). 
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Roger Davey (ed.), EAST SUSSEX LAND TAX 1785 (Sussex Record Soci-
ety, vol.77, [1991]) prints the tabulated returns for the three 
eastern rapes and provides a benchmark to which to relate all 
kinds of research in other documents. 	East Grinstead is, unfor- 
tunately, one of the parishes in which properties are not named, 
only owners, occupiers and rentals, but it is not difficult to 
identify inns, for example, and the Sackvilles' houses in the 
High Street from personal names met in other records of the time. 
It can soon be established that listing follows the traditional 
route from the S.E. corner of the High Street, but with detours 
down Hermitage Lane, Ship Street, Test Street and London Road as 
they are met, then back along the northern side. 	Forest Row can 
be identified on p.92 from Tablehurst Mill (Edward Heaver) into 
the village and back again to Brambletye Mill (William Durrant). 
Some entries are hard to account for even so, but hours of dedi-
cated research could probably identify most of the properties. 
Students of land holding and family historians will readily bene- 
fit thanks to the index. 	(p.89 'Stephen' Bostock is probably a 
misreading of 'Stileman'.) 

Eileen Shepherd and Marilyn Seabrook, CHEQUER )AD: HISTORY OF A 
LOCAL SCHOOl, 1859-1990 (N.D. [19921) is a slim booklet that does 
not live up to its title. 	The most valuable parts are the remi- 
niscences of Miss S.Brons, assistant mistress 1941-51, and Miss 
E.F.Feltwell, headmistress 1959-81, and the eleven photographs. 
The 'history' is a sparse selection of entries from log books 
with no stylistic ambitions and little comment or explanation 
apart from the obvious (bad weather 'took the form of snow, rain 
and ice' for instance). 	There is an introduction linking the 
school with Robert Payne's 1708 foundation through the latter's 
application for union with the National Society in 1815 and the 
plan for a girls' National School in 1827 but no indication of 
how those plans were realised and why there was a fresh start in 
1859, nor why the school did not open until 1861 and why it be- 
came a Board School in 1876. 	Even though time for research and 
space for narrative were necessarily limited a better job could 
have been done with a wider range of sources aided by the public 
library or a study evening at the Town Museum. 	('A Rev. Blacki- 
ston' (p.1), for example, is the Rev. D.Y.Blakiston, Vicar of 
East Grinstead, and the purpose of his visits was to check the 
working of the school as one of its managers.) [No price stated] 

Christopher Richmond, A HISTORY OF ASHDOWN HOUSE (1991) is a com-
prehensive account of the estate (originally Iavertye), the house 
(by Latrobe) and the school which moved there in 1886, including 
map, plans and photographs. 	Those to whom the school means 
little will not find it tediously detailed; its context in a wi-
der world is not ignored; anyone interested in local history 
will learn from the research that has gone into the earlier chap-
ters: and there are several puzzles regarding both Latrobe's 
building and the 16th century house onto which it is built. 	(5 
from the school) 

sixth edition of the official TOWN GUIDE appeared this summer. 
New features are coloured photographs (including a particularly 
good aerial one), a chronological addendum to the brief history 
and paragraphs on Standen, leisure and shopping. (Town Museum, 
public library and bookshops, 75 n.p.) 
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